Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

Read Across America
Review
Diamond

Lucky Shamrocks
Qq
Orange
Week 2

Week 1
We will read, " The Cat in the Hat", go over

Science & Nature

Lions & Lambs
Vv
Review

We will introduce the letter Qq, read

Flowers & Butterflies
Ll
Gold
Week 4

Week 3
We will read "It’s A Bugs Life", introduce

how to sound out our I, R, and Z sounds, read "Curious George Goes To The Zoo", make a the letter Vv, read "The Little Red Hen",

We will read " The Very Hungry
Caterpillar", learn what sound the
letter Ll makes, read " The Tiny

"The Lorax", learn how to say book in

list of Qq words, practice saying orange in review the sound the V makes, read " In A

Spanish, and read "Horton Hears A Who"

Spanish, and count to 10 in Spanish

People House"

We will trace an upper case Q, look for

We will make a list of words that begin

We will trace the letter L, try a

orange objects in the classroom, trace a

with the letter Vv, trace the letter Vv,

worksheet related to our letter,

lower case Q, use our shape cards to play

practice our colors in Spanish, review our

search for foam letters in rice, match

a matching game, and work on an orange

shapes, and push straws through colored

colored shapes to our rainbow, and

worksheet

holes in a box

have puzzle fun

Seed", make a list of L words, and
learn how to say flower in Spanish

We will practice our letter tracing for I, R,
and Z, transfer cotton balls from one
bucket to another using a close pin, take a

Language

turn reading a book to the class, sort blocks
from smallest to biggest, and look for
diamond shaped objects around the
classroom
We will talk about weight and use a hanger

Cognitive Development

Fun Fitness

We will talk about butterflies, learn
We will discuss bugs, discuss what bugs

about the roots of a flower, use beans

put pipe cleaner pieces into a bottle and use

make green jello, put our toys in water to

have legs, make our own bubbles, plant

and cotton balls to grow our own

a magnet to lift them out, take a nature

see if they sink or float, play with green

flowers, and collect different shape

plants, practice watering our plants,

walk, and create colorful bubbles using

shaving cream, and discuss how many

rocks

and observe if a stem or leaf has

baking soda and vinegar

cloves are on a shamrock

We will use a balloon to play tennis, do 10

We will have a race outside, 10 leap frogs

push-ups, practice our balance, try a 10

across the playground, tunnel fun, leg

second plank, and a mountain climb

stretches, and yoga

We will make a " Cat in the Hat" using our

Creative Sides

We will count the number of

with string and cups to make a balance beam, marshmallows out of a Lucky Charms box,

hand prints, Make a diamond collage, Lorax
mustaches, Draw our favorite animal, and
create Horton with hand painting

We will make Zebra's using the letter Zz,
heart hand prints, zippers, a bee using our

grown on our plant
We will do 5 laps around the playground,

We will play freeze tag, mother may

try 10 butt kickers, parachute fun, play

I?, try an outside obstacle course,

volleyball using a balloon, and play a game

practice our karate moves, and yoga

of basketball

Friday

We will use a noodle to make a chart,
We will use puffy paint to make volcanoes, make butterflies using our foot print,
make V shaped flower vases, use paint to use the bottom of a soda bottle and

hands, and a owl mask

make ladybugs, color a bug worksheet, and paint to make flowers, noodle lions,
free art Friday
and cupcake holders to make spring

We will practice using please and thank

We will help set up our own lunches,

We will try to set up our own nap time

you, talk about responsibility, practice

practice cleaning up or toys, drink from a

mats, practice cleaning up our lunch,

writing our names, practice pushing our

big cup, pour water from one cup to

use soap between your fingers when

chairs in after lunch, and cleaning up our

another trying not too spill, and use a

washing, fold your dress up clothes,

nap stuff

hammer

and wish our friends a good night

We will pretend to be construction

We will pretend to wash our dress up,

workers, have a picnic, water our garden,

go to the library and read quietly, play

take our baby dolls to the doctor for a

with our sand box, open a flower shop,

check up, and make our own bake sale

and have a puppet show

flowers
We will practice writing the first letter of

Self Help/Life Skills

our names, use scissors to practice cutting,
talk about emotions happy and sad, practice
sharing, and wash our hands after eating

We will pretend to be kings and queens,

Social Studies

We will play with our dinosaurs, give our baby open our own grocery store using plastic
dolls a bath, pretend to go to the zoo, cook in food, play toy store counting money, have
our kitchen, and play with our train track set a tea party, and search for the pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow

Character Building Blocks

We will play hot potato, sing our ABC's,

We will play musical chairs, dance to

We will sing St. Patrick's Day songs,

We will sing , "What's that sound

five monkey's swinging from a tree,

our Barney cd, let's go on a bear

dance in a marching band, freeze

all around", our ABC's, red light,

pretend to be in a band, and have a

hunt, sing our favorite songs, and

dance, and practice dancing with a

green light 1,2,3, freeze dance,

dance party

have a Friday dance party

partner

and Yoga Friday

